First Semester Review: World History
You may use one single sided 3” x 5” index card during a portion of the test. It must be hand written – not printed or copied – no magnifying glasses allowed during the test.

Types of Government – know who has power/how is the power used
1. What is the purpose of government?
2. Anarchy, Monarchy, Democracy, Republic, Tyranny

Categories of History – know basic topics covered by each
3. Ideas, Natural / Geographic, Social, Political, Economic, Cultural, Technology

The Civilization of the Greeks / Greek Love of Wisdom
4. How should people react to authority according to Socrates?
5. Who did Plato believe should be the rulers? Why?
6. What did Aristotle think would make government the best? Why?

Roman Legacy / Judeo-Christian Tradition
7. Romans conquered areas on what three continents?
8. What civilization still uses ideas from Roman’s?
   o What ideas/practices are still used?
9. Which Jewish belief about justice most focused on the individual?
10. What is the Golden Rule?
11. When did Christianity become legal and spread through the Empire?

Democracy to Enlightenment / Enlightenment Philosophers
12. Purpose/effect of Magna Carta on king and nobles
13. What are natural rights? Locke’s vs Jefferson’s
14. Rule of law vs divine right of kings
15. Philosopher’s ideas on government and reasons why
   o Hobbes, Locke, Montesquieu, Rousseau
16. Rousseau’s Social Contract theory/general will

Revolution Vocab, English Civil War, and Glorious Revolution
17. absolute monarchy vs limited monarchy
   o causes fit which Category of History
18. Glorious Revolution created what type of government?
19. Why was the Glorious Revolution “glorious”? What was the major change?
20. What did the English Bill of Rights create a system of government based on?

The American Revolution and Declaration of Independence Guided Questions
21. long term causes of American Revolution
22. causes fit which Categories of History
23. How did the Seven Years’ War affect Great Britain?
24. How did the Seven Years’ War affect the colonists?
25. What was the main complaint of the colonists?
26. What was the purpose of the Dec. of Independence? What three rights are guaranteed by the Declaration?
27. Who did the colonists declare independence from?
28. What type of government did the Constitution create for the United States?

French Revolution Begins, End of the French Revolution, and Napoleon’s France
29. Political (what did monarchs do), economic, social causes
   o Causes fit which Categories of History
30. Who were the bourgeoisie?
31. Who did the National Assembly claim to represent?
32. What was the Tennis Court Oath? What promised / by who?
33. What reasons did Austria and Prussia go to war against France in 1792?
34. Who was Marquis de Lafayette? What other Revolution was he involved in?
35. What was the Reign of Terror? Who led it? What was the effect of it?
36. What was the role of the Committee of Public Safety?
37. What title did Napoleon give to himself in 1804?
38. What was the result of Napoleon’s battle against Russia in 1814?
39. What/where was Napoleon’s final defeat in 1815?
40. What is nationalism?
41. Who met at the Congress of Vienna in 1815? With what purpose?

Ind. Rev. Vocab, Before the Ind. Rev., Ind. Rev. in Britain, Socio-Pol. Resp., Econ. Systems
42. agriculture, rural/urban, industry, urbanization, capital, laissez-faire, entrepreneur, infrastructure, private vs public ownership
43. How was work done before I.R. (sources of power) What was the Cottage Industry?
44. Benefit of crop rotation, benefits of Enclosure Movement
45. Positive and negative results of the Ind. Rev.
46. What were the geographic, political, economic, social reasons it began in England?
47. Utilitarianism, capitalism, socialism, communism, social democracy (goal + how to achieve for each), welfare state, private enterprise

Colonial Motives
48. What is colonialism? What is a colony?
   o Describe the colonial motives.
   o What increased Imperialism?
49. What is Social Darwinism? Paternalism?
50. What is imperialism? What is a “sphere of influence”?
   o colonialism vs imperialism

Now about that Declaration of Independence...